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BOSAQ’s new patented design SolarAQ I gives you a comfortable
reliable drinking water supply, anywhere, anytime. The installation
is a 100% off-grid water purification system that transforms any type
of water ( salt, fresh, brakish…) to a 100% purified drinking water
in the most user-friendly way.

Water is available and looks clean, but is it safe to drink?
Is your water purification device reliable and is the water
coming out 100% purified?
Do you need to remove salts from sea water or only impurities
from fresh water?
How easy-to-use is your water purification device?
Do you have enough energy to foresee a reliable water supply?
Do you need to purify water in different places?

O UR S OL U T I O N

Off-grid solution
(solar, wind, hydro)

Reduce impact
on the environment

SolarAQ I
Steady self-sustainable
water supply

Plug & play

Remote
monitoring

Low in maintenance,
user-friendly

The SolarAQ I will
solve your drinking
water availability
challenges
anywhere,
anytime.

FEATURES
Drinking water production
Modular system for salt, brackish
and fresh water sources
30-350 L/H, depending on the
water source
Designed for mobility and easy
cargo transport
RO & UF Technology

TEC H N O LOGY

100% purified water
Powered by Solar panels and
energy storage via batteries
Remote monitoring optional

Water Sources
The SolarAQ is able to convert virtually any
water source into sustainable drinking water:

Purification Process
Sea Water
Desalination
30-50 l/h

River Water
Puriﬁcation
30-350 l/h

Lake Water
Puriﬁcation
30-350 l/h

Rain Water Harvesting
& Puriﬁcation
30-350 l/h

Prefiltration
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Reverse osmosis, UF & NF
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Renewable Energy
The SolarAQ water purification system
is powered by solar, wind, hydropower
or any other type of renewable energy
source, depending on the location where
the system will be installed.

Pre-filtration: Solid particles are
removed by letting the water pass
through a specifically designed
pre-filtration unit meeting influent
standards.

We mainly use RO because it’s the
best available technology to remove
parasites like the E. Coli Bacteria,
Cryptosporidium and Giardia, heavy
metals like copper, lead, chrome,
mercury, cadmium, barium, chemicals
like nitrates, pesticides, fluoride or
selenium.

Mineral filter
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We add minerals to flavor the water,
making it ready for you to drink. Upon
clients’ request, the taste of our water
can be tailored.

Water that saves the world is our motto,
that is why we give local vulnerable
communities acces to a steady source
of drinking water, using our technologies.
This makes sure we help people in need
and make our technology available for
those who need it most.

10% of BOSAQ’s profits
go to Water Heroes!

#Beawaterhero
www.beawaterhero.org

Want more information?
Get in touch with one of our BOSAQ-experts.
ir. Jacob Bossaer

Founder & CEO

+32 497 68 61 22
Jacob.bossaer@bosaq.com
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